In the process of characterizing a linear system, the system line spread function (impulse response) is normally written in the f~r m l -~ where S [ -1 is the system operator, 6(x) is the Dirac delta, and x, and xi are, respectively, the output and input variables. Upon assumption of space-invariance (isoplanicity), one writes That is, the line spread function shifts directly with the input impulse and thus depends only on the coordinate difference X o -4' .
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At least five author^^-^ have utilized the less widely used line spread function notation
The most. obvious advantage of this notation, as noted by Lohmann and P a r i~,~ is the cleaner transition to the invariant case. The line spread function merely becomes independent of its second argument:
Note that the function h(x, -[) here is equivalent to that in Eq. (2) .
A second advantage of the amended line spread function notation is the straightforward manner in which one can express a space-variant system's transfer function. Consider first the procedure in the isoplanatic case. One probes the input with a single-shifted impulse, 6(xi -,$), finds the corresponding output, h ( x , -t), shifts this output to obtain h(x,), and last performs a Fourier transform to arrive at the system transfer function. One may perform an analogous procedure using the amended line spread function notation to arrive at the transfer function of a space-variant system: The only disadvantage to use of the amended line spread function notation is that it takes longer to write. In view of the stated advantages, however, this would appear to be of minor concern. This work was supported by the Air Force Office of Scientific Research, Air Force Systems Command, USAF, under Grant AFOSR-75-2855A.
Society for Information Display, International Symposium, Beverly Hills, 4-6 May 1976
Reported by D. J. Channin, RCA Laboratories
The 1976 SID International Symposium held this year in Beverly Hills, California, had the interdisciplinary and occasionally crosscultural flavor that might be expected from an association of fundamental science, technology, and entrepreneurship. In this meeting the fundamental side was research in vision and perception, devoted to outlining the capacities and characteristics of the visual system as a guide for display development. Since technology must ultimately either be successfully marketed or discarded, the entrepreneural viewpoint was of real interest. However, the bulk of the papers were devoted to research on the various current or developing display technologies. Multiple sessions and a finite attention span kept this reviewer from attending everything, so this report must be only what, to his interests, represented highlights.
Image evaluation factors were the subject of isolated papers in various sessions as well as in one full session and an informal discussion panel. The later, chaired by Sol Sherr and comprising W. L. Carel, R. W. Cohen, D. A. Shurtleff, H. G. Slottow, and H. L. Snyder, gave an overview of this field. Two distinct approaches seem evident: first, efforts to develop more adequate descriptions of the quality of images as dealt with by the human perception system; and second, operational measurements of the effects of various technical characteristics, such as type fonts, use of color, etc., on specific recognition and observer response tasks.
The Keynote paper by James Hillier outlined the business problems encountered when introducing communications products that require many users to make a viable system. Display technologies addressing such markets can experience a discouraging period of slow growth until a threshold penetration of the market is reached. On a related theme, the banquet address of Henry Kloss described the chronology of problem solving required to create and market his company's projection television system. In an invited paper in the keynote session, Albert Rose discussed the demands that available light photography place on the camera. He concluded that electronic cameras must have quantum efficiencies near 100%/6 to reproduce with fidelity scenes at typical indoor light levels for TV display. CCD cameras may have this potential.
The session on liquid crystal devices was highlighted by two multielement matrix displays: a 0.4 X 0.5-m 400 X 500 spot multiplexed panel presented by K. Ono, E. Mitani, E. Kaneko, and M. Sato, and a 2 in. X In the session on matrix displays, two papers by C. Suzuki et al. described characteristics of electroluminescent panels with internal memory and optical writing capability. B. Frescura analyzed from circuit considerations the size limits of LED monolithic arrays, which indicate that a 2 in. x 2 in., 144 X 144 element display may be possible. L. Lee showed early results on a novel display using magnetic spheres, one side dark and one side light, which orient in magnetic fields. Such a display would have inherent memory and addressing characteristics similar to computer magnetic cores. Along similar lines, a light valve device using free-standing electret films was described by J. L. Bruneel, J. J. Crosnier, and F. Micheron in another session.
Numerous papers on plasma display panels reflected the advanced state of development of these systems in relation to other flat panel technologies. Of particular novelty were a green phosphor plasma display (H. Yamashita, S. Andoh, T. Shinoda), an internal addressing operation for simplified multiplexing (T. Criscimagna et al.), and a technique for driving a plasma display to invert its on-off state (P. Ngo).
The CRT remains the most advanced and widely used technology for image display and presentation of graphical or complex alphanumeric information. J. Schwartz reviewed the optical characteristics of commercial color TV picture tubes and discussed the potential for duplicating this performance in various flat panel technologies. Nothing at present stands out as a serious competitor. However, R. Schulman and Schwartz presented a paper in the same session on a flat panel cathodoluminescence system for TV display. In the device they described, an electron multiplier structure is combined with an ion feedback process to enhance the electron current to obtain high brightness.
As a whole, the conference nicely balanced the significant aspects of the information display field.
